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You are a PART TIME product manager. Even worse, you
are also a member of the LPM team.

 

“An anti-pattern is something that 
looks like a good idea, but which backfires 

badly when applied.” - Jim Coplien
 

PM
 

You are a product manager for five or more POs.
 

You are never available to the ART or your PO team. Or
worse, you are only available "just barely enough". You
are not really the product manager, you were assigned
as a proxy to the real PM.

 You introduce yourself to a visitor as the Product
Manager and Resource Manager for the ART.

 You don't organize the POPM resources for an ART as a
lean-agile team.

 

You only refine the backlog once per iteration.
 

Epics/capabilities are sliced into "requirements
gathering", "design", "build" and "test" features.

 Your "vision" for the product is derived only from
customer input or only from the business. Product
vision is a multi-faceted collaborative approach that is
communicated with everyone.

 Pursuing speed over successful business outcomes is
not sustainable and will result in failures.

 You have an inability to trust any person, process or
technology. 

 
You ignore existing governance/compliance or even
worse, the enterprise doesn't have them.

 You tell a member of the ART, "Hey, we need to do your
annual review next week." Because you are also a
resource manager.

 Your version of Epic/Capability slicing involves copying
and pasting lines from your MS Project WBS and/or
requirements document.

 You believe that when the agile coach mentions SMART
PI Objectives they were talking about you. 

 You insist that features are written with at least 100
words. You insist that all features must be perfect.

 You don't believe in the power of acceptance criteria.
You also think that the "definition of done" is based on
of when the developer says the code is done.

 You only include your favorite or certain POs and
stakeholders in the backlog refinement process.

 
You clearly know everything.

 

You believe the Lean Business Case, Lean Startup Cycle,
and Lean UX are just bad agile jokes.

 You ignore WSJF prioritization in favor of only political
prioritization. Because, its the optics that matter.
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